
S E V E N

Must have Accessories
for your everyday 

Wardrobe!
 



Must Have Accessory No 1- The Scarf!
(Now firstly let me say, when I say scarf, I mean silky gorgeous, not a bulky knit)

A scarf is a fabulous piece that I feel every woman should have hanging in her closet! It is so 
super classy for out and about, work or the evening out to dinner! For me it has to be a 
print/pattern with at least a couple of different colours in there. Reason being, so then you can 
get more out of it and wear it with many different outfits. My ultimate scarf outfit is with my 
jeans, a shirt and blazer and some coloured pumps..oh my this just oozes a sohphisicted 
woman! Right lets see what other things you can do with this fab piece-
 
Knot it onto the handle of your bag for some interest and wow, especially if you have a darker 
outfit on it adds a little something as you walk!
 
Use it as a belt and thread it through your jean loops for a fun, casual and boho style look, 
bring out one of the scarf colours by popping on some shoes in the same colour, or a bangle, 
or bag. Have fun with it!
 
You can also use it as a headband, for a very cool chic and classy look, again marrying up a  
colour and bringing it into your outfit to tie it all in! Super cool!
 



Must Have Accessory No 2- Sunnies!
What would we do without our fantastic sunglasses.? I mean really it's not just about the glare for a woman...it's about the 
STYLE that they bring to an outfit! It can be the cherry on the top, taking you from fabulous to movie star!
I would have to say for your everyday, you can never go wrong with a fabulous classic pair in black.
Like anything in fashion, you need to wear the right style for you....what you should be wearing for your shaped face!
 
The Heart Shaped Face- You have a broad forehead and cheek bones but it is gently tapered at the jawline.
Best sunnies for you- Go for square frames or sunnies with a sharp edge. Avoid any oversized or teardrop style.
 
The Round Face- Your forehead, cheeks and jawline are equal. You generally have soft curved features with full cheeks 
and a rounded jawline. 
Best sunnies for you- Aviators, square or angular frames.
 
The Oval Face- You have the most versatile of face shapes and almost perfectly in proportion, balanced features and 
your face is slightly longer then it is wide. High cheekbones and your chin is somewhat narrower than your forehead.
Best sunnies for you- You are lucky, many sunnies look great on you, so all you have to remember is the frames 
can't be wider than your face. With that..go for it!
 
The Square Face-  You have a strong jawline and equally broad forehead, your facial features tend to be angular and 
fall in straight vertical lines.
Best sunnies for you- Round corners are key! Look for frames to match you in width but with soft lines.
 



Must Have Accessory No 3- The Belt!
This is an amazing accessory that I personally could not do without! Belts are super elegant, even just with your favourite jeans and a silky 
classic shirt. A gorgeous belt that ties in with the colors in a look, takes it from  casual, to a casual sophisticated look.
Some body shapes need a belt, while for others it is the last thing you should be wearing. Eg- the Apple shape is all about drawing the eye 
away from the waist meaning, a belt is not good. Then the Hourglass (as I am) needs a belt to bring the eye to the waist. So do take this into 
consideration for your own closet. If you have read my book- Passion, Fashion & Heart you would have the comprehensive info, do's and 
dont's for your body shape, and heard me say all this already!
 
My recommendations for belts-
You should have waist belts and hip belts. If you have a variety then you can mix and match with many different outfits, also getting the most 
wear out of them. 
 
A simple and classy black leather belt with a buckle that matches the jewellery you normally wear, eg- gold/silver. Just by having that buckle, 
even though may not sound a big deal, it can literally bring a whole outfit together! Let's say you have on- a white shirt, a gold necklace, 
skinny jeans and pumps, maybe in black if you have a black bag or gold. By having that touch of gold on the belt buckle in the middle, it 
visually balances that look out to perfection! Many times in fashion it is the little details. So do think about the buckles when you buy a belt.
 
A thicker belt to carry a heavier look for the colder months, you will know if you wear more brown or black in your closet. Or one of each is 
even better. Also have thinner belts that you can wear with most things and multiple seasons.
 
Lastly you need to have a belt that is a fabulous bold bright colour, a patterned belt with multiple colours, and either straight gold or silver. 
These belts can take a conservative or dark coloured look, into new heights with a confidence and sassiness that looks fantastic! For those 
of you who are not big colour wearers, this is a great way to introduce a dash of colour and personal style without freaking yourself out!
There you have it- so go get some belts and have some fun!
 



Must Have Accessory No 4- Heels!
Well now, I confess this accessory is my absolute favourite hands down! I have a slight obsession with heels/pumps 
anything that is high. I say to people, thank goodness I don't have the same size shoe as my models I put on the runway, 
or I would need a house just for the shoes, and I already have a room....
I have always said, there is power slipping into some gorgeous heels, it adds confidence, it adds height, it adds elegance 
and sass, especially if you have fun with some color!
Do remember, your body shape will also suit paticular styles so consider this when buying shoes. Some heels can 
elongate your legs something fabulous, others can cut you in half and give you tree stumps! This can totally make a 
difference to slimming you overall, how your legs look is important.
 
As a designer and stylist these are the heels I would reccommend-
A classic pair of black leather pumps, they will pretty much go with any outfit. They look great with skirts, dresses, jeans, 
pants even a cute pair of shorts. You cannot go wrong with these!
 
A  strappy pair, by strappy I mean the criss crossing of the straps going across the front of your foot. Still showing the 
skin through, this gives off a super sexy climb to the ankle.
 
A fun pair. A bold bright block colour or patterned with multiple colours. Both is even better! This brings a 
darker/conservative outfit to life! Bring it together by picking out the same colour for bangles, belt or bag.
 
An open toe pair, with a simple and single ankle strap is incredibly elegant, and can be worn with so many looks. Avoid 
the thick straps, make sure they are always reasonably thin, as even with the most slender of legs, a thick strap can still 
"chop" you off. The thinner the better.



Must have Accessory No 5 - Statement  Jewellery!
This accessory is one you can really bring out your own person style with! It can either be funky bright and bold or a 
straight gold/silver/bling look. Depending on your type of outfit. Necklaces, bangles and earrings. Dress it up or down.
Choose one piece of statement jewellery with an outfit, let the statement piece be the statement piece!
Your body shape suits specific jewellery so consider this when choosing styles. Here are some ideas-
 
A bright bold and funky piece- this can be for a casual or dressier look. A cool chunky necklace in a bright colour 
looks fab with denim shorts/jeans and tee/button up shirt. I love the look of it sitting quite high under a white/black 
silky, chic shirt. To bring in the colour elsewhere, add a bangle or a hint of the same colour in your shoes/bag. Wear it 
with a cute sundress that has straps or not much else going on up top. If you are going for the chunky bold necklace 
keep the rest of the upper half simple, Add the colour in again with a touch in the lower half. A fitted pencil style dress 
with it laying flat on the top of a higher neckline is super classy...seriously there can be so many different looks, so 
have fun and create your own style!
 
Gold/silver/bling-
This type gives off a slightly dressier vibe, you can still wear with casual if you make sure you tie it in elsewhere as 
already mentioned. It does make you feel more "going out" with a piece of gold/silver or bling. You can go for big 
gorgeous dangly earrings, or large necklace, even a chunky fabulous bangle. Personally, if I am wearing a necklace 
will only wear that, I don't wear necklace and earrings. It is just too much going on in the same area, you don't want 
them fighting visually. This goes for non-statement pieces too. So choose a stand out piece and build your outfit 
around that. Lastly- have fun creating!
 



Must have Accessory No 6 - The Clutch
A clutch for day and night is what every woman needs! Big enough for a few makeup items, keys, 
phone and you are set. Great when you don't want to be lugging around a bigger bag. The clutch 
looks so chic, and effortlessly adds a little something to your outfit, also in a practical way.
 
Black- if you want to be able to tie it in with almost any outfit then go for the staple black, but do 
have something a little standout with the clasp. Go for a gold, silver or bling buckle, it's just a touch 
and the details do matter. if you are a gold woman get one with gold, the same for silver and bling. 
This will easily bring your look together, especially if it is your usual "go to" for jewellery.
 
Colour- or you can opt for a wee pop of colour, which always delivers a sassy and confident vibe. 
Check your wardrobe and see the colours you normally wear and pick one of those for a clutch, then 
you are sure to use it with more outfits. Look at your shoes too as they will give you colour ideas, if 
you can tie it in with your shoes....that is fabulous! Again, think about the detail of the clasp.
 
A clutch looks great with casual and dressy looks. Most have a long strap as well that can tuck inside 
for when you need it. For more casual you can wear it on your shoulder if you wish, and for out to 
dinner you can hold it in your hand. I always love the look of my models walking down the runway 
with a super cute coloured clutch, especially when they have a bang of colour in the heels too!
Personally, I go for black and colour, then you have all bases covered!



Must have Accessory No 7 - Flats!
For the women who don't wear heels much, and for the super casual looks that just need some flats! The 
cute sneaker with dresses and skirts look is very girl next door and quite adorable, it can also give off a 
sporty vibe. As you already know by now, I looove shoes! You can get some awesome sneakers with a little 
built in height which I think is super clever. So for a fundamental wardrobe accessory, a pair of flats is a 
must. Here are some of my choices-
 
A pair of ankle booties- have a little fun with these and go for a pattern, colour or feature. They look great 
with lots of things and worn in most seasons, giving a super cool look. Cute and sassy!
 
A pair of white sneakers- you can't go wrong with a pair of these, they are a great staple and now worn 
with not only jeans and shorts, but with dresses and skirts too. I love this look, of course they come in 
fabulous colours as well but for a staple to introduce colour, they are on point.
 
A pair of ballet shoes- for when you need to take it up a notch, and add a touch of elegance. 
These are comfy and can look so stylish, get a pair with a little pop of something. If you are opting for black 
or navy, go for a little detail/feature on them. A dash of colour, silver, gold or bling. Block colour is great too! 
Think what you would wear them with, to get the most out of them with your wardrobe. Also fab for work, 
and wearing to and from work, before you slide into your heels for the day, and out of them at the end!



So there you have it! Your 7 must have accessories 
for your everyday wardrobe! I hope it has given you 
a few ideas to help build a fun but practical 
accessory base. You may have these already, you 
may have one, you may have none. Fashion is for 
creating and expressing yourself in your own way. 
Once you have all your basics, it's then your turn, to 
"be you" with your own wardrobe. Especially when 
you have the confidence and know what you should 
be wearing for your shape. Be in love with you! Until 
next time...have fun! 
Christina :) x



WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE EMAILS FROM CHRISTINA 
TWICE MONTHLY WITH A FASHION DESIGNER'S INSIDER 

TIP AND INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE? 
Designed to help you look super special and feel fantastic!

 
If you would love to subscribe to Christina's-
 "Love Your Fabulous Self" messages go to-

www.christinakilmister.com


